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2 minutes ORAL TESTIMONY, this accompanies my longer written submittal.
Hello, I am Kathleen Samiy I live in Silver Spring.
This Plans Environmental Appendix E states that “Extreme Heat is MoCo’s #1
climate threat” Currently Downtown Silver Spring has an alarmingly scant 8 %
tree canopy, 92% has no tree canopy - that means no shade! This is a social
justice & equity issue, a public health issue, an economic issue.

NOAA heat maps from July 2020, show street heat at 130-155 degrees in the
sun! This is Killer heat. To quote the appendix, “The findings were
astonishing.”

Extreme Heat is a deterrent to going outdoors to work, play, bike, shop,
socialize. We need to carve up concrete to make more space for Canopy Trees
to cool and shade downtown.

This plan does not meet the goal of creating a livable downtown. We need our
leaders to actually lead, and to make scientifically informed environmental
decisions. They need to set canopy goals, measures, and laws to solve our #1
problem. Even the June 2021 Climate Action Plan says to increase and protect
tree canopy.

This Plan “Encourages” 35% green COVER, only for more dense development.
The Bethesda Plan Requires 35%.

Thrive, AHSI and ZTA plans propose development ‘by right’, not by ‘green cover’.
This is INEQUITABLE and discriminatory.

The proposed Green Cover is a hodge-podge of hot plastic grass, plastic
playground equipment, green painted bike lanes and some vegetation, perhaps a
small tree. These plastic fossil fuel materials radiate 30% more heat than
concrete.

We need aggressive plans, not a shameful stab at 35% green cover. We need a
minimum of 25- 40% tree canopy in urban areas, and 65% in residential areas.
My neighborhood has lost 20% tree canopy in 10 years!

This is a Regressive Plan, made by proclaimed Progressives. It needs to be
rejected. The Planning Board has failed to balance and meet the heat of this
moment.
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I am Kathleen Samiy, Silver Spring. I live a few blocks down the hill from the Civic
Building.

Please read the Environmental Plan Appendix. Look at the NOAA heat maps,
they are alarming. FIRE alarming. It states: “Extreme Heat is MoCo’s #1 climate
threat” This is a social justice issue, a public health and well-being issue, an equity
issue, and an economic issue.

Downtown Silver Spring has a scant 8 % tree canopy, 92% has no tree canopy92% no shade! In July 2020, per NOAA, the street heat was 130-155 degrees in
the sun! Measured over one-month. This is Killer heat. To quote the report,
“The findings were astonishing.”

Extreme Heat does not make bikeways nor sidewalks cool. Heat is a deterrent to
going outdoors to work, play, bike, shop, socialize. What is cool is SHADE TREES,
CANOPY TREES.

We need leaders to lead, to set tree goals, establish laws, requirements,
measures, and projections over time to meet, exceed and solve the #1 problem:
Even the June 2021 Climate Action Plan says we must increase and protect tree
canopy. We need more shade from the heat.

This plan “Encourages” 35% green COVER -- for Optional Method -- which equals
extra density for MPDU’s. Thrive, AHSI and ZTAs are allowing development ‘by
right’, not by ‘green cover’. The Bethesda Plan Requires 35% green cover, the

Silver Spring Plan ‘encourages’ green cover. This is INEQUITABLE. This is
Discriminatory.

What is Green Cover? It is an ala carte MIX of green rooftops in the sky, some
vegetation, plastic grass, and perhaps a tree. It is bike paths made of plastic
Astroturf that radiates 20-30% more heat than concrete. It is playground
materials made of plastic gym equipment, plastic grass, fossil fuel materials.

We need aggressive, comprehensive, sustainable tree canopy and tree
maintenance laws, not a shameful stab at 35% green cover. Do Silver Spring
better than Bethesda!

What is Tree Canopy? It is overstory trees with a trunk diameter of 24-36 inches
and heights of 60-150 feet. It is not 2-4” young trees. It is not 11-18” decorative
understory trees. Canopy leaves and limbs MUST touch each other to provide any
effective cooling, carbon reduction and pollutant reducing affects.

We must have trees everywhere in front yards, side yards, backyards, and along
public streets. BUT street trees are governed by Pepco and DOT, who cut them
down for sight lines, to clear power lines; these trees have NO legal protections
long term.

To the proclaimed Progressives, this is a highly REGRESSIVE Plan. Reject it.

Restructure the Commission. Hire an Environmental Science expert to be the
Director of Planning or to Head a division of scientists. Make the division
independent, separate, so plans are not picked apart by generalists, development
reviewers, or the smart growth coalition developer lobby.

Legally establish UTC, Urban Tree Canopy, tree shade requirements, such as 50%
over an existing parking lot.

Create tree canopy minimum laws: 25- 40% in urban commercial/residential
areas, and 65% in adjacent neighborhoods.

Create a law to stop the destruction of tress on private and public property.
Fully fund ROW stump grinding. Enact Soil volumes laws of 1,000 cubic feet for
canopy trees to grow and thrive. NYC, DC, Philly have these laws, why don’t we?
Carve up concrete to make space for canopy trees.

Do not relying on these Plans: 100,000 Trees, Cool Streets, Carbon Emissions,
Climate Action. Many are still drafts, without fact-based evidence proving they
would lower radiant street level heat. Tree Canopy is the most cost-effective
solution to combine the goals of reducing carbon AND lowering radiant street
heat.

FIRE the Planning Board Chair and Commissioners that approved this plan. They
are undermining intelligent environmental science by moving this incongruous
plan forward.

This Silver Spring plan is REGRESSIVE. Lead us. Create strategic, substantive
solutions, reject this Plan, and adopt these solutions.

Environmental Appendix E
https://montgomeryplanning.org/wp-content/uploads/2022/01/SSDAC-Appendix-EEnvironment.pdf
screen shots of several pages

